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brain basics know your brain national institute of - request free mailed brochure the cerebral cortex coating
the surface of the cerebrum and the cerebellum is a vital layer of tissue the thickness of a stack of two or three
dimes, cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome wikipedia - cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome ccas also
called schmahmann s syndrome is a condition that follows from lesions damage to the cerebellum of the brain it
refers to a constellation of deficits in the cognitive domains of executive function spatial cognition language and
affect resulting from damage to the cerebellum impairments of executive function include problems with,
neuromuscular disorders gillette children s specialty - neuromuscular disorders affect the nerves especially
those outside the brain and spinal cord peripheral nerves they also affect skeletal muscles such as those in the
trunk arms and legs, autism an overview and theories on its causes - this section on autism discusses the
many theories of the causes of autism spectrum disorders in light of recent research written by dr lewis mehl
madrona as part of a comprehensive site on children with brain injury developmental disorders and related
neurometabolic conditions, feline seizure disorders zimmer feline foundation - background seizures are one
of the most common neurological disorders in cats a recent study has suggested a prevalence rate of 2 1 of the
entire feline population, inner ear diseases and disorders all medical diseases - inner ear diseases and
disorders problems of the inner ear cochlea and balance canals tinnitus vertigo menieres disease m ni re s
disease vestibulopathy benign paroxysmal positional vertigo or bppv labrynthitis vestibular neuronitis introduction
, a to z list of neurological disorders disabled world - a neurological disorder is defined as any disorder of the
body nervous system structural biochemical or electrical abnormalities in the brain spinal cord or other nerves
can result in a range of symptoms, emotional stress can change brain function sciencedaily - emotional
stress can change brain function date january 12 2011 source louisiana state university health sciences center
summary new research has shown that a single exposure to acute stress, defining anxiety disorders oxford
medicine - p 162 before discussing the anxiety disorders it is important to consider the concept of anxiety and its
heterogeneity anxiety refers to multiple mental and physiological phenomena including a person s conscious
state of worry over a future unwanted event or fear of an actual situation anxiety and fear are closely related,
dementia alzheimer s disease and aging brains - get the facts on dementia and disorders such as lewy body
dementia alzheimer s disease vascular dementia and more learn the warning signs of dementia, causes of
asperger s syndrome autism help org - causes of asperger s syndrome the direct cause or causes of asperger
s syndrome are unknown even though no consensus exists for the causes of asperger s syndrome it is widely
accepted that asperger s syndrome has a hereditary factor, gene therapy for neurological disorders progress
and - in this review we focus on aav gene therapy for cns disorders which to date represents the vast majority of
cns gene therapy programmes although other viral vector platforms have been tested, understanding autism
autistic disorders - isolated in worlds of their own people with autism appear indifferent and remote and are
unable to form emotional bonds with others although people with this baffling brain disorder can display a wide
range of symptoms and disability many are incapable of understanding other people s thoughts feelings and
needs, glossary of neurological terms internet stroke center - abducens nerve cranial nerve vi motor nerve
innervating the lateral rectus muscle which abducts the eye lesions of the nucleus which is located in the dorsal
pons produce a horizontal gaze palsy nerve fibers exit the ventromedial pons and because of their long course
are vulnerable to damage by mass lesions increased intracranial pressure, lump on back of my head
neurological disorders forum - i discovered a lump on the back of my head a couple of days ago on the left
side on the bottom of the bone of my skull it hurts to touch and is now making me dizzy when i push on it,
pesticide health effects home lawn agriculture schools - below is the abstract from this article the
epidemiology of non hodgkin s lymphoma nhl was reviewed in the united states the annual incidence of nhl rose
from 5 9 per 100 000 people in 1950 to 9 3 per 100 000 in 1975 to 13 7 in 1989, paraneoplastic syndromes of
the nervous system symptoms - paraneoplastic syndromes of the nervous system are a group of uncommon
disorders that develop in some people who have cancer paraneoplastic syndromes can also affect other organ
systems including hormone endocrine skin dermatologic blood hematologic and joints rheumatologic, some
video games are good for older adults brains - some video games are good for older adults brains date

december 6 2017 source universit de montr al summary playing 3d platform video games on a regular basis may
improve cognitive, brain human anatomy picture function parts - the brain is one of the largest and most
complex organs in the human body it is made up of more than 100 billion nerves that communicate in trillions of
connections called synapses the brain is, introduction to neuroanatomy physiopedia - central nervous system
the cns consists of the spinal cord and brain the spinal cord connect to the brain via the brainstem which is
situated at the base of the brain this is composed of the medulla pons and mid brain, nervous system disease
localization of neurological disease - nervous system disease localization of neurological disease the nature
and pattern of the symptoms and physical signs of neurological disease allow inferences to be drawn about the
sites of the lesions causing them one symptom indicating muscular disease is weakness usually symmetrical that
is affecting both sides of the body and mainly affecting the proximal or girdle muscles, other conditions to rule
out national multiple sclerosis - metastases cancer that has spread from its original location to another is
considered metastatic some cancers breast lung kidney and skin melanoma are more likely to spread to the
central nervous system and cause neurologic symptoms, what are marijuana s long term effects on the brain
- distribution of cannabinoid receptors in the rat brain brain image reveals high levels shown in orange and yellow
of cannabinoid receptors in many areas including the cortex hippocampus cerebellum and nucleus accumbens
ventral striatum, the brain and nervous system humanillnesses com - orchestrating everyday life if life is a
symphony of activities both voluntary activities such as walking talking reading or going to class and involuntary
activities such as breathing digesting food pumping blood and perspiring then the nervous system is the
orchestra that makes it all happen, top 10 reasons relationships fail psychology today - most of us want to
meet and settle down with the right person and most of us want such a relationship to last at the same time the
majority of romantic partnerships end in dissolution
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